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A comfortable apartment in Wiślane Tarasy.

Price

840 000 zł
10 000 zł/m2

KRAKÓW
Grzegórzecka

Size Rooms Bedrooms Bathrooms Floor

84.00 m2 3 2 1 2

Dodatkowe udogodnienia:

 Lift
 Balcony
 Security

Let us present a noteworthy apartment with a very large potential and
an interesting layout in the prestigious "Wiślane Tarasy" investment.

The flat has a functional layout. On the area of 84 square meters,
there are:

spacious hallway
bright living room with kitchenette
wardrobe
bathroom
three separate bedrooms

From each bedroom, the possibility of going out to the balcony.

The apartment is finished and equipped with furniture that allows you to
live immediately. It also gives great arrangement options and is an
excellent base for preparing the perfect place to live under one of the
most desirable addresses in Krakow.

 

The Vistula Terraces project is an evolutionary approach to real estate
with an emphasis on the use of modern architectural solutions and the
entire range of amenities for residents.

The unique space of Vistula Terraces is:

The combination of a new investment with a functioning
housing estate with full accompanying infrastructure and a rich
profile of services that create a unique complex full of world-
class amenities.
A distinctive futuristic architectural form Green leisure zones in
line with the modern ecotrend
A combination of original design and art: stylish fountains in the
shape of geysers and balls. illuminated aluminum constructions
overgrown with climbing plants, living vertical gardens,
modernist sculptures and "steel trees" inspired by the "Sky
Forest" from Singapore
Spacious courtyards with unconventionally arranged greenery
and small architecture and a modern playground.
I invite you to get to know all the advantages of this property

Let us invite you to get to know all the advantages of this property.
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